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POPULATION FANTASTIC PLACES GLOBALISATION INTO AFRICA INTO AFRICA COASTS
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Global Dimension – Inc in global pop

Where does everyone live?

Migration (Mexico – USA / Syria – 

Europe)

Rural Urban Migration in India

Urbanisation in India/ Bangladesh

Around the World – what makes a place 

‘fantastic?

Death Valley

7Modern  Wonders – ICT research

Svalbard – living in a Polar region (inc 

Glaciers study)

Northern Lights / Lapland

What is Globalisation?

Nike As A TNC

Football as a Global Industry.

Why is Africa so diverse (Physical And 

Human characteristics)?             What 

misconception do we have of Africa.

Kenya - Tourism (On Safari)

Ghana – Development and Aid.        Focus 

on Sudean as the worlds newest country 

(conflict).

To know how different  coastal processes 

create a range of coastal landforms.                                                 

To know why and how the coast is 

managed and why we only protect parts 

of it.                                        
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To explain the term 'population 

explosion' and the problems it will cause 

on a global sclae. To be able to explain in 

detail why India has a high birth rate and 

how it can be controlled.

To be able to research a range of 

'fantastic places' and locate them using 

an Atlas accurately  on a world map.  To 

be able to write in detail explaining 

Svalbards unique climate and features 

and how people have adapted to living 

there.

To be able to explain what Globalisation 

is and what a TNC is.  To be able to 

explain in detail the advantages and 

disadventages of Globalisation. To be 

able to make a judgement on Nike as a 

TNC .

To understand Africa is a very diverse 

continent with many different physical 

features.  To explain in detail why Kenya 

is a popular tourist destination.  To 

analyse the economic, environmental 

and social impact iof Safari holidays in 

Kenya.

To be able to explain in detail the 

differences in Development between 

Ghana and the UK.  To make a judgement 

on how the quality of life can be 

improved for people living in rural Ghana 

. To explain in detail how small scale Aid 

can improve the lives of people in rural 

Ghana.

To be able to explain how waves and 

different types of erosion cause coastal 

landforms like headlands and bays as 

well as how certain features of a 

headland are formed.  To explain and 

analyse how human actions in one place 

can have effects on other places.  To 

explain  the difference between hard and 

soft engineering as methods of 

protecting the coast, and when each 

should be used.
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To describe what a  'population 

explosion' is and dscribe and start to 

explain the problems it will cause on a 

global sclae. To be able to describe why 

India has a high birth rate and how it can 

be controlled.

To be able to use an Atlas to locate  10  

'fantastic places' around the planet.  To 

be able to describe Svalbards unique 

climate and features and how people 

have adapted to living there.

To be able to describe certain features of 

Globalisation and what a TNC is.  To be 

able to describe  and start to explain  the 

advantages and disadventages of 

Globalisation. To be able to name some 

positives and negatives of Nike as a TNC .

To understand Africa has a range of 

different physical features including hot 

deserts and tropical rainforests. To 

describe why Kenya is a popular tourist 

destination.  To comment on the 

economic, environmental and social 

impacts of Safari holidays in Kenya.

To be able to describe the differences in 

Development between Ghana and the 

UK.  To make a comment on how the 

quality of life can be improved for people 

living in rural Ghana . To describe how 

small scale Aid can improve the lives of 

people in rural Ghana.

To be able to describe and start to 

explain how waves and erosion cause 

coastal landforms like headlands and 

bays as well as how certain features of a 

headland are formed.  To describe and 

start to explain how human actions in 

one place can have effects on other 

places.  To describe the differences 

between hard and soft engineering as 

methods of protecting the coast.
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To know the worlds population has 

increased rapidly and dscribe the 

problems it will cause on a global sclae. 

To be able to describe why many Indian 

families have many children and how it 

can be controlled.

To be able to use an Atlas to match up 10 

'fantastic places' to there location.  To be 

able to describe several facts about 

Svalbard and why it might be an 

interesting place to visit.

To be able to describe some features of 

Globalisation. To be able to name some 

TNC's and make some general points 

about Nike as a TNC .

To locate hot deserts, the savannah  and 

tropical rainforests in Africa. To describe 

why Kenya is a popular tourist 

destination.  To comment on the positive 

and negative impacts of Safari holidays in 

Kenya.

To be able to identify some differences in 

Development between Ghana and the 

UK.  To describe why people may have a 

poor quality of life in rural Ghana. To 

describe how fresh water can improve 

the lives of people in rural Ghana.

To be able to describe destructive and 

constructive waves and coastal landforms 

like headlands and bays as well as 

features of a headland.  To describe how 

human actions in one place can have 

effects on other places.   To be awere 

that the coast needs protecting and how 

three types of hard engineering work.
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To know the worlds population has 

increased rapidly and know two 

problems this will  cause the planet. To 

be able to describe two reasons why 

Indian families have more children then 

British familites.

To match up '10 fantastic places' photos 

to the named place.  To be able to 

describe three facts about Svalbard and 

why it would be different living there 

compared to the UK.

To be able to give one example of 

Globalisation. To be able to name one 

TNC's and list some facts about Nike as a 

TNC .

To match hot deserts, the savannah  and 

tropical rainforests photos with the 

definition of each. To list 5 points why 

Kenya is a popular tourist destination.  To 

list  some  positive and negative impacts 

of Safari holidays in Kenya.

To be able to list three differences in 

Development between Ghana and the 

UK.  To list three reasons why people 

may have a poor quality of life in rural 

Ghana. To list why fresh water is so 

improtant to people in Ghana.

To be able to label coastal landforms like 

headlands and bays as well as features of 

a headland.  To list how human actions in 

one place can have effects on other 

places.  To be awere that the coast needs 

protecting and be able sort different 

types of coastal defences. 
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